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Details of Visit:

Author: Puntderby
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 28 Jan 2016 0:30
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07946747025

The Premises:

Easy to find and from outside looked great, but inside was dirty and stunk of smoke, had to wash
my clothes when I got back! Parking was fine, no shower offered, although I had already come
showered anyway and after seeing the bathroom, glad I didn't need one.

The Lady:

Bodywise she was great but face did not match the picture on AW site, I think that was mainly due
to her being off her tits on something. I should have walked away but as it was so late and I was too
horny to think straight, I didn't.

The Story:

Miss Hunni seemed fine on the phone, thought I'd woken her up as she was slurring a bit but later
realised she was clearly high on something. Also, the empty vodka bottle by the bed may have had
something to do with it.

Entered the nice detached house, well nice from outside anyway, inside was quite dirty. She said
hello and led me straight upstairs into a bedroom that looked like a student flat. Handed over the
money and she said "well are you getting undressed or what?" ok you smooth talking devil. She left
with money and returned a few minutes later. Started off ok, goodish handjob, I went down on here
and I always like to look at the womans face when giving her oral, but in this case I had to stop as
her face just looked so 'out of it' and was off putting. Grumpy sound of 'what the fuck have I done
with that condom' followed by her getting another one like a stroppy teenager, started mish, then
she got on top (that was when she livened up a bit) then she wanted to switch to doggy. Quite
lifeless and then started sucking me off, which was so boring that my fella was starting to fall
asleep. I checked the time and it had been 20 mins in to a 30 min punt and I'd had enough. She
seemed surprised but considering she hardly spoke, made no noises (even fake ones) and had all
the enthusiasm of a corpse, she shouldn't have been.

I left cursing myself for not leaving as soon as I arrived. I actually created this account just for this
review as all my other punts have been fine and I usually leave a good review on AW.

Now, I may have caught her on a bad night but looks like she used to be great in 2013 by her AW
reviews, which suddenly seem to stop, apart from one in 2015 and this could explain why.
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My advise, stay away unless you're into this kind of a punt!
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